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ABSTRACT

Peripheral devices like SSDs are growing more complex, to

the point they are effectively small computers themselves.

Our position is that this trend creates a new kind of at-

tack vector, where untrusted software could use peripherals

strictly as intended to accomplish unintended goals. To ex-

emplify, we set out to rowhammer the DRAM component

of a simplified SSD firmware, issuing regular I/O requests

that manage to flip bits in a way that triggers sensitive infor-

mation leakage. We conclude that such attacks might soon

be feasible, and we argue that systems need principled ap-

proaches for securing peripherals against them.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A single computer system is increasingly composed of multi-

ple embedded systems, which are smaller, but still resemble

full systems themselves. In the case of SSDs, which serve as

the focus of this study, even a commodity drive is typically

equipped with hundreds of MBs of DRAM and a multicore

ARM chip running nontrivial firmware [2, 6, 24, 58]. This
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complexity is driven by factors such as the ever-increasing

throughput of the peripherals and richer offloading capabil-

ities. Alas, increased complexity implies a greater security

risk. A well-known example highlighting this risk, and our

tendency to ignore it, is the fact that many were surprised to

learn that Intel’s Management Engine (ME) was running a

full Minix OS capable of accessing the local hardware with-

out the end-user’s knowledge [18]; ME exploits shortly fol-

lowed [15, 39]. Another example is the Thunderstrike boot

kit that leverages compromised thunderbolt accessories to

subvert the UEFI boot firmware [22].

We observe the possibility of constructing a new kind of

attack against a peripheral: exclusively using it as “intended”

while exploiting the mere fact that it is a full system in order

to accomplish unlawful goals. In particular, we try to attack

a Flash Translation Layer (FTL) by using its SSD via unprivi-

leged software, supposedly as it was meant to be used: for

reading and writing. Our proposal exploits the fact that SSDs

are sophisticated peripherals and, as such, include DRAM

that might be susceptible to rowhammering [26]. Our attack

triggers standard NVMe commands with the goal of generat-

ing fast enough reads to: (1) flip bits and corrupt FTL data in

SSD-internal DRAM; (2) in a manner that possibly exfiltrates

sensitive information or even gains administrative control

over the system.

To demonstrate the feasibility of this class of attacks, our

work-in-progress study simplifies the target system: we ex-

periment with an emulated FTL rather than an actual one.

Instead of presenting a complete attack, which we do not

have yet, we explain at each step (i) which pieces of the

attack that we envision are missing, (ii) the probability of

success where possible, and (iii) the remaining obstacles for a

motivated attacker to overcome. Despite our simplified setup,

our attack does manage to flip real DRAM bits as described,

and our initial results indicate that we are at the cusp of

unprivileged FTL rowhammering being feasible.
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Our study leaves us with two questions. Firstly, we wonder

if additional “large” system attacks, analogous to rowham-

mering, are applicable to peripherals. Secondly, and more

importantly, we wonder if there exists some principled way

to ensure end-to-end security isolation in a system that is

composed of “smaller” systems—the peripheral devices. In

light of a trend toward self-multiplexing devices, using tech-

nologies such as SRIOV [7, 14, 16], wherein the OS does not

mediate the data path for performance reasons, we expect an

increase in the difficulty and risks of failing to harden devices

against direct access by untrusted software [4, 46, 57].

2 WHY SSDS ARE ROWHAMMER-ABLE

2.1 SSDs and FTLs

Vendors deliver higher-capacity, more capable SSDs, which

can serve millions of I/O requests per second [9, 55, 56].

Flash memories lack support for in-place writes and perform

accesses in large units due to physical limitations of flash

cell technology. For this reason, among others, SSDs and

other flash memory devices typically include an indirection

layer—the FTL— to map logical block addresses (LBAs) to

physical block addresses (PBAs). The FTL is usually imple-

mented in software on top of an embedded system within

the SSD. Similarly to host systems, such embedded systems

are themselves commonly equipped with high-frequency

multicore CPUs to regulate flash chips’ operations, and FTLs

use on-board DRAM modules for storing metadata and data

including logical-to-physical mapping tables, caching fre-

quently accessed data, and incoming writes.

2.2 DRAM and Rowhammering

DRAM realizes high throughput by operating hardware units

in parallel. Modern DRAM modules are composed of multi-

ple chips operating in tandem. Chips are further composed

of multiple banks, which in turn contain multiple two-dimen-

sional arrays of DRAM cells. A line of cells accessed as a unit

in each array constitutes a row, which corresponds to a mem-

ory address. DRAM modules must refresh data periodically

(e.g., every 64ms) to ensure retention.

Kim et al. were the first to demonstrate the possibility of

a “rowhammer attack”, where intentional repeated accesses

to a DRAM row introduce uncorrectable errors to cells in

adjacent rows if the accesses are carefully scheduled between

the chip’s refresh interval [26]. Google’s Project Zero subse-

quently proposed a privilege escalation exploit on systems

with susceptible DRAM modules [45]. Multiple follow-up

studies have since then demonstrated various ways to induce

rowhammering exploits [13, 17, 19, 20, 40, 42, 49, 50]. Kim

et al. provide a recent, detailed overview of the mechanics,

history, and state-of-the-art of rowhammering attacks and

mitigations [25, 36].

Nethammer and Throwhammer first explored the feasi-

bility of launching a rowhammer attack remotely [31, 48].

Instead of rowhammering via direct memory accesses, they

issue network requests to a remote host quickly enough to,

in turn, trigger rapid memory accesses inside the kernel net-

work driver code or memcached internal data structures,

which then eventually causes bitflips in the server’s main

memory. We face a similar situation, where direct access to

victim DRAM is not allowed; what is different in this position

paper is the focus on bitflips within the peripheral device’s

internal DRAM, rather than of main memory of the host

system.

Interestingly, several studies recently demonstrated how

to deliberately induce uncorrectable errors to flash cells [8,

28] and other types of storage [36]; the attack we consider in

this study is different in that it targets the system embedded

in the peripheral rather than the storage media.

2.3 The Risk

It is easy to overlook rowhammering vulnerabilities in pe-

ripherals, since there is a level of indirection and physical

separation between their on-board DRAM chip andmalicious

attackers. In particular, rowhammering attacks require direct

access to victim DRAM modules, which is usually not feasi-

ble in peripherals. Rather, unprivileged attackers are usually

constrained to running host-level, and often user-level, code;

they cannot run code on the peripheral.

We contend, however, that the ever-increasing perfor-

mance of modern SSDs make their memories vulnerable

to rowhammering nevertheless. Specifically, state-of-the-art

rowhammering attacks on modern DRAM modules require

as few as ~50K row accesses per a 64ms refresh interval [17],

i.e., ~780K accesses per second. Consequently, NVMe in-

terfaces easily allow sufficiently high 4KiB-based I/O rates

necessary for a successful rowhammering attack.

We further note that the architecture of modern SSDs

includes several key design choices that make the attacks

more likely to succeed, discussed next.

First, SSD capacity is proportional to its internal DRAM

size, e.g., 1 GiB of SSD capacity requires 1 MiB of DRAM [6].

Modern SSDs (including consumer-level) already support ca-

pacities of up to several Terabytes and thus utilize Gigabytes

of on-board DRAM (Middleboxes and SmartNICs similarly

include Gigabytes of DRAM as well [10, 34]). In addition

to increasing the DRAM size, vendors are concerned with

keeping costs low and power-efficiency high.

The problem is that the risk of rowhammering worsens

when either increasing DRAM size (by making it denser),

or when reducing its power consumption [19, 26]. Indeed,
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Figure 1: A simple example of a two-sided FTL rowhammering

attack. The onboard memory stores the L2P table. After an initial

sequential write setup, a read workload accesses L2P table entries in

the first and third rows (n-2 and n, called aggressors). This flips bits in

the middle, victim row (n-1), redirecting LBA 256 to a different PBA.

rowhammeringmitigation techniques tend to sacrifice power-

efficiency and performance [36], making them unlikely to

be used in the peripheral settings we consider.

SSD internals are typically unknown and unpublished. But

in our experience, which is based on reverse engineering one

modern SSD from a popular vendor, the internal DRAM is

not cached. We speculate that the FTL’s CPU does not have

caches to lower costs, or that it disables caches to simplify

concurrency, perhaps because the performance benefit of

caching is marginal. Regardless of the reason, no caching

makes the DRAM more prone to rowhammering [26, 31, 43,

50, 51], as caches reduce DRAM access frequency.

In total, this section shows that sufficient bandwidth to

launch a rowhammering attack against SSD-internal DRAM

is either present already in some devices, or will be soon.

3 FTL ROWHAMMERING

This section shows how an unprivileged attacker can use

an SSD as intended and still rowhammer device-side mem-

ory. We first present an overview of the attack primitives

(§3.1), and then how FTL rowhammering can lead to data

corruption, information leak, and privilege escalation (§3.2).

Threat model.We assume attackers have access to an un-

privileged user process with high-speed read/write access to

an SSD whose DRAM modules are vulnerable to rowham-

mering. The SSD is shared with other users (e.g., root), and

the specific SSD model details are known to the attacker.

Attackers with direct access to unmapped/trimmed blocks

may accelerate access rates by avoiding the overheads of

additional, slower, accesses to flash. Such access may require

elevated privileges, such as in VMs sharing an SSD (see §4).

3.1 Attack Primitive

In this attack, we use rowhammering to flip a bit in the

logical to physical (L2P) table. Flipping a bit in this table can

effectively overwrite the mapping of a victim logical block

to a different physical address.

Our proposed attack requires an I/Oworkload on the order

of millions of requests per second. At the firmware level,

these IOs translate to repeated accesses to aggressor rows

that are adjacent in memory to a victim row.

Existing interfaces available to unprivileged users, includ-

ing (O_DIRECT) combined with high-performance asynchro-

nous interfaces, such as Linux AIO or io_uring, can realize

1.5M IOPS on the latest PCIe 4.0 NVMe SSDs [1]. Upcoming

PCIe 5.0 NVMe SSDs are expected to reach over 2M IOPS [5].

The attack is illustrated in Figure 1. First, the attacker

prepares the L2P table by writing data to contiguous LBAs;

the goal is for the SSD firmware to then allocate physical

pages and corresponding L2P table entries in two aggressor

rows (n-2 and n). The attacker then identifies the aggressor

rows using a combination of prior device DRAM structure

knowledge and trial and error. For simplicity, we depict a

row as storing 256 LBAs; in practice, rows are much larger.

Next, the attacker issues a carefully orchestrated read

workload (italic text and dashed lines in Figure 1) that in-

duces rowhammering. Our attack workload repeatedly issues

a read request sequence that alternates between addresses

whose L2P table entries reside in the two aggressor rows. The

result is a series of repeated, frequent, and alternating row ac-

tivations by the firmware, effectively inducing a double-sided

rowhammering attack on the target row. In our demonstra-

tion, we used a double-sided row hammer [45], although a

one-location [19] variant can be simpler to implement on a

device with sufficient throughput.

Finally, the translation in the victim row (n-1) is corrupted

such that it points to a different physical location.

3.2 Attack Scenarios

The FTL Rowhammering vulnerability leads to several secu-

rity sensitive outcomes: (1) data corruption, (2) information

leak, and (3) privilege escalation.

Data corruption. The most straightforward outcome of the

attack is causing random data corruption. The corruption

may lead tomore severe damage if the corruption happens on

critical file system metadata or other SSD-internal metadata,

rendering the file system unmountable or bricking the device.

Information leak. If the attacker can remap an LBA in a file

under the attacker’s control to the PBA hosting a victim’s file

block, the attacker can read that block, bypassing file system

access controls. For instance, an attacker may get a redirec-

tion to a file block containing another user’s SSH private

key. This can potentially also lead to a privilege escalation

if credentials are leaked. This redirection does not provide

attackers with the ability to directly write victim LBAs, as

flash writes are copy-on-write (§2.1). Although most bitflips

will not point to sensitive PBAs, the attacker can repeat this

process until successful.
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Figure 2: On our existing testbed, we need a helper attacker VM to

reach a high-enough access rate to make rowhammering possible (b);

in the future, we foresee that such assistance will be unneeded (a).

Privilege escalation. Attacker bitflips that redirect the vic-

tim’s LBAs to attacker PBAs will grant attackers a write-

something-somewhere primitive: both the location and the

contents of the victim data are not known in advance. This

vulnerability is the hardest to exploit.

Before flipping any bits, the attacker needs to blindly spray

the disk with polyglot blocks [21], i.e., blocks that are valid

as executable code, file data, and file metadata. Replacing a

victim LBA in a sensitive file with a polyglot block can result

in a privilege escalation. For example, rewriting a binary

executable that has setuid permission (e.g. sudo) can result
in executing malicious code as root.

4 CLOUD CASE STUDY

This section demonstrates how, using the SSD only as in-

tended, to turn an FTL bitflip into a privileged information

leak in a VM hosted on cloud server over a shared SSD, and

potentially escalate privilege using the Ext4 file system. Vari-

ous cloud providers advertise over 2 million IOPS storage per-

formance provided to VMs [11, 38]. For a proof-of-concept,

we emulate an SSD in main memory and select an older

system with DRAM comparable to what is in modern SSDs.

There are a number of prerequisite complexities in reverse

engineering an SSD that are time-consuming, orthogonal to

the primary point, but needed to build an end-to-end attack.

We leave the complexities for future work and ignore them

for now.

4.1 Prototype Setup

We set up the testbed for our proof-of-concept attack as

shown in Figure 2 (b). This setup is representative of a multi-

tenant cloud server. We place the victim in a VM, includ-

ing an unprivileged attacker process, which has non-root

user privileges to create, delete, read, and write files but

no direct access to the underlying storage (e.g., VMware’s

Hatchway [52]). And a second, attacker-controlled VM is

co-located on the same server, sharing the same SSD with

year refs type rate (K access/s)
2014 [26] DDR3 2200

DDR3 2500
DDR3 4400

2016 [20, 49] DDR3 672
LPDDR3 4000

2018 [31, 48] DDR3 9400
DDR4 6140

2020 [17, 25] DDR4 800
DDR3 (old) 4800
DDR3 (new) 750
DDR4 (old) 547
DDR4 (new) 313
LPDDR4 (old) 1400
LPDDR4 (new) 150

Table 1: Reported minimal access rate to trigger bitflips.

the victim VM. In a typical cloud hosting service, the attacker

has privileged direct access to the SSD inside their own VM,

via hardware multiplexing techniques like SRIOV [44] or

namespaces [35]. Each VM’s storage space is a partition of

the shared SSD, treated as a block device with its own logical

address space. In each VM, therefore, a block address is only

valid within its partition. However, the underlying FTL and

its mapping table are shared across partitions.

The SSD in the testbed is emulated using Intel’s Storage

Performance Development Kit (SPDK) [23], which uses a

memory-backed block device (ramdisk). The SPDK FTL li-

brary, like most flash-based storage devices [29], stores a

large L2P table in memory as a linear array. Our proposed

attack works on other L2P table layouts, such as a hash

table [6, 37], provided the attacker can learn the structure

offline. Notably, a linear layout is more challenging for a two-

sided rowhammering attack than a hash map, as it is more

challenging to place an aggressor on each side of the victim

row. The SPDK FTL library also uses the emulating host ma-

chine’s cached memory for storing the L2P table. In order to

further mimic the behavior of real-life SSDs (§2.2), we modi-

fied the SPDK FTL library to perform cache invalidation on

every access to L2P entries.

We set up a 1 GiB emulated SSD on a machine with Intel

Core i7-2600 CPU and 16GiBDDR3DRAMmodules (4×4GiB

Samsung DIMMs, organized as 2 channels × 2 DIMMs ×

2 ranks × 8 banks × 215 rows) known to be vulnerable to

rowhammer attacks. The emulation environment doesn’t

support ECC (Error Correction Code) or TRR (Target Row

Refresh). The L2P table size for our SSD is 1MiB [6]. As a

comparison, Samsung PM1733 enterprise SSD is equipped

with up to 16 GiB on-board DDR4 memory (ECC and TRR

support status unknown) [44].

Rowhammering requires a minimal access rate to aggres-

sor rows, which varies with factors such as DDR generation

and memory controller configuration. As shown in Table 1,

common minimal rates on DDR3 range from 2 million to

9 million accesses per second, although a bitflip has been
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Figure 3: Example of an exploit on Ext4 indirect block.

observed at rates as low as 700K per second [17, 20, 26, 31, 48,

49]. The smaller technology node in newer DRAM modules

makes them even more vulnerable to disturbance errors [25].

Because our L2P table is small relative to system memory

in our testbed, we place the table in a physical memory region

which we have confirmed is vulnerable to a rowhammer

attack. Our testbed DRAM shows bitflips from direct accesses

at a rate of 3M per second; because SPDK adds other accesses,

we must issue SPDK-level accesses at a higher rate (about

7M/s). To emulate this, we manually amplified each L2P row

activation (5 hammers per I/O request) in SPDK. Note that

with DRAMmodules that aremore vulnerable to rowhammer

attack, the rate amplification can be reduced or even dropped

completely.

We choose the setup in Figure 2 (b) because our main

system is relatively slow, so that direct access from user

space is not sufficiently fast for the attack. Given a system

that provides fast enough unprivileged direct access to the

SSD, the attacker VM can be dropped and a simpler setup,

as shown in Figure 2 (a), can be used to launch the attack.

4.2 Attacking the Ext4 File System

For concreteness, we attack the ext4 [33] file system. By de-

fault, ext4 inodes index file blocks using an extent tree. To

prevent metadata corruptions, the extent tree is protected

by CRC-32C checksum. However, for backward compati-

bility with previous versions, ext4 also has an optional di-

rect/indirect block addressing mechanism used to map in-file

blocks to filesystem blocks. Critically, indirect blocks are not

verified against any checksum. Users may also select the

direct/indirect block mechanism on files they have write

access to.

In a nutshell, our attack redirects an FTL mapping entry

from a victim inode to a victim’s indirect block to an attacker-

provided indirect block. The attacker’s indirect block points

to LBAs containing privileged content on the victim VM. A

successful attack will modify an unprivileged file, owned

by the attacker process in the victim VM, to point to the

contents of a privileged file.

Our attack follows these steps:

Filesystem spraying stage. The attacker process inside

the victim VM first sprays the victim filesystem with files

configured to use indirect blocks. Each file includes a single

indirect block pointing to a lone data block. The attacker

creates each file with a hole of 12 blocks (to avoid storing

direct data blocks) and then stores a single data blockmapped

using an indirect block. The data blocks in turn contain a

maliciously formed indirect block pointing at target LBAs of

potentially privileged content (Figure 3).

This spraying is needed to increase the probability of a

successful attack. The locations of bitflips at the L2P table

are unpredictable, so the more malicious indirect blocks on

the disk, the higher the probability of success.

To further increase the possibility of a successful exploit,

the attacker’s VM sprays its own partition with blocks that

contain similar malicious indirect blocks.

Hammering stage. The attacker VM launches a double-

sided rowhammering attack on the L2P table. We assume

that the attacker can map out potential aggressor and victim

rows in a given SSD model offline; the row-level adjacency

should be consistent among instances of the samemodel [40].

The attacker must also identify which set of rows are actually

rowhammerable (the attacker could randomly pick rows to

rowhammer, but the success rate may be unacceptably low);

rowhammerability is determined primarily by variation in

the manufacturing process and must be tested online and on

the specific device.

The remaining challenge, then is getting a victim row

between two aggressor rows, when the L2P table is a simple

physical partition. We can run a single-sided rowhammering

on the boundary area of attacker and victim partition, but

single-sided attacks flip fewer bits in practice.

Fortunately, modern memory controllers also use a map-

ping function to spread DRAM accesses across different hard-

ware units [12, 40, 47, 53, 54]. By reverse engineering or read-

ing documentation, we can also identify a contiguous run of

three rows (vulnerable to a double-sided rowhammer) that

do not have monotonically increasing physical addresses.

In our example system, we were able to identify 32 sets of

three vulnerable rows that could potentially place the victim

row in a separate memory partition from the aggressors. We

note that 32 sets of vulnerable rows is on the lower end;

other DRAM mapping functions or L2P structures (e.g., hash

tables) could generate many more vulnerable pairs.

Scan for bitflip. After a certain period (e.g., 5 minutes) of

hammering, the attacker process in the victim VM iterates

over files created in the spraying stage to detect content

modifications due to bitflips in the L2P table (see Figure 3).

A successful bitflip causes an unprivileged file’s inode to

point at a maliciously formed indirect block. The attacker

can then dump potentially-privileged content and repeat the

process as necessary by editing the malicious indirect block

to map other LBAs. If no bitflips are detected the attacker

can re-spray the system with new files, forcing the FTL to
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re-shuffle all address mappings to reside in new memory

rows.

By repeating these steps enough times, the attacker can

eventually dump the content of the entire victim partition

even as an unprivileged user. The resulting content can also

be used for privilege escalation, e.g., by reading the private

key file of an administrator user.

The time needed to flip single bit and control a victim

indirect block can varywidely. On our testbed this took about

two hours, which is longer than expected in practice because

SPDK limits file spraying to 5% of the victim partition due

to technical issues in the FTL library.

4.3 Probability of Success

We estimate the probability that a given bitflip will be useful

to the attacker following one cycle of the attack described in

§4.2. We assume the following parameters: 𝑳𝑩 and 𝑷𝑩 repre-

sent the total number of logical and physical addresses of the

SSD, respectively; the number of blocks related to the victim

and attacker partitions are 𝑪𝒗 and 𝑪𝒂 , respectively (where

𝐶𝑣+𝐶𝑎 ≤ LB); the overall number of blocks related to sprayed

files that attacker can create inside the victim and attacker

partitions is 𝑭𝒗 and 𝑭𝒂 , respectively. Then the number of
sprayed indirect blocks is 𝐹𝑣/2, and total number of mali-
cious data block on the device is 𝐹𝑎 + 𝐹𝑣/2.
The probability that a bitflip happens on an LBA belonging

to a sprayed victim partition indirect block is:
𝐹𝑣/2
𝐶𝑣

. The proba-

bility that the bitflipped L2P entry is redirected to a malicious

block is:
𝐹𝑣/2+𝐹𝑎

PB . Consequently, the combined probability rate

of getting a useful bitflip is
𝐹𝑣/2
𝐶𝑣

·
𝐹𝑣/2+𝐹𝑎

PB = 𝐹𝑣 (𝐹𝑣+2𝐹𝑎)
4𝐶𝑣 ·PB

.

To illustrate, if the attacker and victim partitions equally

share the SSD (i.e., 𝐶𝑎 = 𝐶𝑣 = PB/2 = LB/2). Conservatively

assuming the attacker user can only fill 25% of victim par-

tition (i.e., 𝐹𝑣 = 1/4𝐶𝑣), and 100% of attacker partition (i.e.,

𝐹𝑎 = 𝐶𝑎), the resulting success rate is 7% for a single attack

cycle. Simply repeating the attack cycle for 10 times brings

the chances of success to more than 50%.

5 MITIGATIONS

A number of proposed techniques can protect DRAM against

rowhammering [3, 25, 36, 50]. Somemethods, such as strength-

ening ECC, may also protect against FTL rowhammering.

Othersmay not be applicable. For example, increasing DRAM

refresh rate reduces the window of vulnerability, but is con-

sidered prohibitively power-hungry even in host systems.

As discussed above, SSDs could enable caches on the inter-

nal CPUs. Although there are already attacks that make use

of cache eviction policies and successfully trigger bitflips in

DRAM [13, 20], these attacks are not directly applicable to

the memory accesses in SSD FTLs. We speculate that, with

more details about FTL memory access behavior, an attack

could bypass the FTL-side cache and disturb FTL memory.

One can mitigate vulnerabilities in the SSD itself. Physi-

cally isolating memory and flash hardware units across parti-

tion boundaries may protect against attacks on shared SSDs

(see §4), but potentially increases manufacturing costs. Rate-

limiting user IOs below the rowhammering access rate can

also remove this potential attack, but it is at odds with the

overall performance goals of NVMe. One could also random-

ize the FTL-internal structures, thwarting the assumption

that the attacker could gain this knowledge offline; this is

most easily accomplished with a hashed L2P table that uses

a device-specific key. Finally, block data integrity [41] and

encryption [32] algorithms protect data integrity and confi-

dentiality from misdirected writes by relying on the block’s

LBA to digest and encrypt block data.

Alternatively, one can mitigate vulnerabilities in software

by encrypting data using per-tenant keys to protect data con-

fidentiality, or by enforcing extent tree addressing to exclude

indirect file data block overwrites. The checksum protection

on the extent tree should make it much more difficult to

exploit, but the attacker can still induce data corruptions as

described in §3.2.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This position paper demonstrates a new kind of attack on

a peripheral, using only user-level requests as intended. Al-

though an end-to-end attack is not yet demonstrated, we

believe the remaining work will yield to effort. We are left

with an open question about whether there is a more princi-

pled solution, and what other high-profile attacks, such as

Spectre or Meltdown [27, 30], may work on these peripherals.
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